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The Christmas Season, the season that brings forth
the evidence of promise fulfilled! Therefore, it is a
very, very special time...always. That first Christmas
season was the one that changed everything for all
mankind for all time. Yet, for all of its profound
weightiness, it was clothed in humble ordinariness--
it seemed impossible that something so amazing
could be contained in circumstances so plain and
powerless as to seem almost pathetic.

Really? The promised One, the Messiah, nothing
more than an unborn child carried by a young girl
engaged to be married? The circumstances looking
illegitimate and sinful, yet containing the evidence of
divine promise fulfilled. Hope in the midst of
difficulty, misunderstanding and unmet
expectations.

Yet isn't that the ultimate message of redemption?
The message that in the midst of ordinary, difficult
circumstances filled with unmet expectations, God
can change everything. God can bring hope where
hope has been extinguished. God can bring change
where it is circumstantially impossible. God can

partner up with human frailty and bring redemption.
And it's not just a possibility--he proved it that first
Christmas season. The child growing in Mary's
womb was the evidence...the evidence of Promise to
be completely fulfilled.

So, whatever Christmas means to you, most
importantly it is the evidence of Promise fulfilled.
For many, Christmas is a bittersweet reminder that
their circumstances, relationships or lives are not
reflecting the beauty of the pictures on their
Christmas cards. Christmas was never meant to be a
memorial of perfection and evidence of fulfilled
expectations. Quite the opposite, it was meant to be a
celebration of something as amazing as the seed of
redemption existing in the midst of the natural void
left by the shortcomings of a fallen world. In other
words, Christmas is about celebrating the evidence
that God is in the business of fulfilling His promises.
For every promise of His that is as yet not completely
fulfilled in your life, the birth of the Christ child to
the virgin Mary is the evidence that God fulfills His
promises!
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Jonathan's story...
Truly, my steps have been ordered

of the Lord. It is always so
exhilarating to see God move in ways

that are so far beyond my ability to even
comprehend, let alone orchestrate! I don't

even know
where to begin

to explain what I
mean, but I will use

the simple example of a
children's coloring book.
Do you remember those
activities that showed a
page filled with numbers,
and the point is to draw a
line from each consecutive
number to the next, eventually completing a picture that
was not visible until the dots were all connected? Well, that
is what happened while I was in Tanzania--the picture of
what God has been doing finally became clear!

I will try to tell you the story, as I came to understand it. It
is the story of a man, Jonathan Mulokozi, as it intertwines
with my story.

In 2006, I went to Tanzania for the first time, going to a
location in the deep southwest. In that same year, a
Tanzanian man I did not know, Jonathan Mulokozi,
received a mandate from the Lord to train and empower
rural pastors all over Tanzania to earn a living through
small business enterprises while funding their ministries.

In 2008, I returned to Tanzania to the same location for
follow-up ministry. Meanwhile Jonathan was told by the
Lord to write down his vision or mandate. But he was told
to write it in English, which he did not speak at the time.
He managed to find someone who listened to his vision and
wrote it all down for him in English. Then he was told to
go and input it on the computer to be sent on the Internet.
Being poverty stricken, he had to ask help from people to
get the necessary 100 shillings (worth about a US nickel) to
buy time on a computer at the local cyber cafe. Using the
'hunt and peck' method of typing in letters and words that
he couldn't understand because of the language barrier, he
faithfully typed what was written out for him. It took him
two days of effort to get this completed. Then, seeking the
Lord as to where it was to be sent, he began searching out
ministries on the web. His first search brought forth a long
list of ministries, but none that were quickened to him. He
tried again with a different phrase in the search engine.
Again, there was a long list of possible ministries that came
forth; none of which were quickened to him. The third time
he tried, he was looking at the ministries that came forth

when a particular one was quickened to him with the
words "Send it to that one!" The ministry quickened was
Deborah Ministries International. Obediently, he sent his
document on...to just that one ministry.

I still remember the day that we received his document. It
is clearly imprinted on my memory. My daughter Katie
(who serves as our ministry assistant) called and said, "Oh
mom; we just got an e-mail from this guy in Tanzania,
and he has exactly the same vision as you do! He's
definitely our man to work with in that nation!"
Apparently, the unknown person who helped Jonathan
translate his vision into English had omitted the part about
teaching the pastors how to earn a living, because it came
to us as just a desire to train all the rural pastors, thereby
changing the nation. My vision was to train rural pastors
in the true gospel, thereby affecting the whole nation.

Katie immediately responded to him, inviting him to join
me in the upcoming meeting I had scheduled in the
southwest of Tanzania. He was overjoyed to hear from
us...feeling like God had divinely intervened to help him
fulfill the vision. He scraped together the money needed
for the bus fare and traveled several hundred kilometers
only to meet with extreme disappointment. Having been
given a local telephone number for the particular pastors I
was working with in the southwest, he tried repeatedly to
connect with them to get information on how to find our
meetings. When those pastors learned by voice mail what
he wanted, they shut him out and refused all his phone
calls...not wanting to risk "losing their American contact"
to a different denomination, contact or locale. All this was
happening without my knowledge at the time. Sadly,
Jonathan returned home and e-mailed Katie to tell her of
the problem. Still feeling like God was in the connection
with Jonathan she encouraged him and told him that I
would be in Kampala, Uganda the following year. Could
he get to that location? Surprisingly, Jonathan was very
excited; he said that was closer and easier than the other
location! When I hear of his tenacity, his refusal to give
up in the face of tremendous opposition and
discouragement, I am completely blown away.

In the following year, 2009, Jonathan made his way from
Tanzania to neighboring Uganda and arrived at the
meeting that I was teaching. He introduced himself and I
was pleased to meet him, though mostly unaware of what
this meeting signified to him. I gave him a study Bible,
though it was written in English. He tells me now that he
was just thrilled to have it, though he couldn't read it!
Through interpreters, he tried to tell me that we needed to
work together to change Tanzania. I simply told him to
pray, and if God wanted me to return to Tanzania, he
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would direct me. He continued to stay in touch with our
ministry.

In 2013, God directed that I should return to Tanzania.
Katie called Jonathan and he consented to set up the
meetings, this time in the northwest part of the country.
The meetings were good, but I was still puzzled as to why
God wanted me to start all over in the opposite end of the
country when we had experienced such wonderful fruit in
the southwest. Jonathan, through interpreters, tried again to
get me to commit to helping him train pastors. I was not
unkind, but I told him very firmly that I could not help him
unless he was willing to learn English! We have many
resources to help pastors, including the pastors training
program, but all of our materials are written in English.
From that moment, he determined to learn English.

In prayer for 2015, God directed that I would return to
Tanzania. Once again, Katie messaged Jonathan and he was
overjoyed. He committed to setting up the conference. That
brings our story to last month, when I arrived once again
at the Tanzanian border to be met by Jonathan. The first

change I noted
was
huge...Jonathan
spoke to me for
three hours
nonstop in
English! Self-
taught because he
had no finances
for formal
lessons, he had
worked tirelessly
to teach himself
English, for the
sake of working
with me to fulfill
the vision God
had given him!

However, this presented us with a new challenge. Now that
I could fully understand him, it became clear that he
expected me to help him teach the rural pastors of his
nation to start up and run small businesses in order to be
self-sufficient as well as to fund their ministries. Oh, wow.
I don't have a clue about starting up small businesses,
especially in a foreign nation. My specialty is The Word
of God! Again, I wondered what God ultimately wanted to
accomplish, because I knew by the Spirit that our
connection was indeed divinely orchestrated, even though I
had not yet learned this story I'm telling you.

Meanwhile, the meetings that we had were extremely
powerful and it was clear that God was doing a mighty
thing by His Spirit. The bishop who had opened his church
and pulpit to the meetings was extremely excited at what
was happening. He personally oversees over 300 churches
in his district, and has the vision as I do...the vision to
bring solid teaching and equipping to these rural
pastors...and in so doing, bring real change to the nation.
He has asked that I return to teach his pastors.

Meanwhile my heart was heavy for Jonathan, because it
was clear that he was wondering when I was going to get
on board with teaching his pastors how to earn a living!
Finally, I had a moment of Holy Ghost clarity, and I
realized what God wanted, and what my role was to be.
The dots began to connect and the picture began to come
clear. I invited my traveling companion who is our East
Africa Director for CFIA, to preach the next session.
During that time he testified how God had shown his wife
how to start a small tailoring business which had now
grown to six times its original size. He also testified how
God had shown him how to start a private school which
had grown from 4 students to over 500. Jonathan and the
crowd went crazy with excitement.

I knew then that we would send Emmy, our Director,
back there with teams of small businessmen to teach the
seminars that Jonathan envisioned. They would not have
the language barrier, they understand the culture and the
need, and they have the successes and testimonies to
build upon. And I will work with the Bishop to train his
rural pastors in correct biblical doctrine so that the
gospel can do its supernatural, life and community
changing work!

Now that the picture is clear, the actual harvest can begin.
Prior to that, each individual event (or dot) had its own
blessing and harvest, but the real strategy was to bring it all

Deborah’s meeting at the Bishop’s church in Tanzania.

Jonathan this year, hard at work.



Deborah Ministries International ministers in response to Isaiah
61:1, “The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the LORD

hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek; he hath sent
me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives,

and the opening of the prison to them that are bound.”

together to cover a much bigger
picture and bring a much bigger

harvest and change! As Jonathan rode with me in the
vehicle to take me back to Uganda, he recounted this story
and all that he had been through while waiting for this day.
There was so much more detail, encompassing so much
more adversity and struggle on his part that I have not
included here, but I trust that you get the point. When I
look back on all the times that he could have just given
up...when I look back on all the times that I could have just
quit because of discouragement or exhaustion or any
number of other reasons...I am amazed at God's ability to
keep us in His ways. Indeed, it is through faith and
patience that we inherit the promises of God.

Who am I that God would quicken Deborah Ministries
International to a man who has a vision to change his

nation? At the time that this was all being orchestrated,
Crossfire International Alliance was not even a desire, let
alone a reality in our ministry. Yet, in the interim, the
alliance was birthed and eventually a Director was
chosen. Now that man, will be strategically used to
affect a nation. Conversely, at the time I was first given
the vision to train rural pastors, I had no contacts, no
way to make that happen. I had only a vision and faith
that my God could bring it about. Exactly the same as
Jonathan--all he had was a vision and a faith that His
God could bring it about. Simultaneously, without
knowing each other and living clear across the globe
from each other, we each embarked on our individual
journeys to simply trust and obey, not knowing how God
would fulfill the promise. And He used us to help each
other and accomplish His will, moving the Kingdom of
God forward. He is a very big God!†
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Evidence of Promise Fulfilled...
What a joy it was to be back in Uganda! The mission was to
meet with the pastors who participated in our very first two-
week pastors training program last year. We were anxious to
learn what they had done with the truth that had been planted
within them, and also we wanted to extend their training to
the next level.

Truly, we were overjoyed to hear of the
fruit that remains there and the change
that is sweeping that region. Truly, as the
Lord had told us when He gave us the
vision for these training programs, less is
more. We worked with less pastors,
taking it down from nearly 400 which had
attended our past conferences, to a mere
tithe of that--40. It was 40 who were
invited to train with us. In reducing the
number, we could work with them longer,
extending the training from the traditional
3-day conference to a 10-day school. First of all the primary
testimony that came forth almost unanimously was that they,
themselves, were radically changed by the message of the
gospel of grace. Then, because they were changed, their
messages changed. Because their messages changed, their

churches changed. Because their churches changed, their
communities changed. Hallelujah!

Now, as a result of these two trainings, we have two teams in
place who are trained and equipped to go forth on behalf of
our alliance to bring the biblically based teaching of the

gospel of grace and peace. Requests
are flooding in for us to come and do
more schools. Meanwhile, there are
gifted and anointed leaders in place
there to take the message accurately
and quickly to their own people! Less
is indeed more.

And, speaking of changed
communities, one of the testimonies
that came in was, "Because you have
come here and taught us,
cannibalism is almost completely
wiped out in our community. In fact,

the restaurant that served human meat in our village has
been closed down!" One of the key leaders in the
cannibalism ring has received salvation, gotten deliverance,
and is now singing in the choir in church. To God be the
glory!

“May the same God who has shown
Himself so mightily in these

testimonies show Himself in your
life as well. You and your continued

love and support are yet another
evidence of His promise fulfilled in
my life. May He open your eyes to

see how His promises are fulfilled in
your life as well. Thank you

eternally for your faithfulness!”


